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The Sepher Yetzirah is one of the most famous of the ancient Qabalistic texts. It was first put into

writing around 200 C.E. Westcott's Translation was first published in 1887.
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This book is a classic. It was supposedly written many years ago, even before the medieval period.

It is adored by Jewish mystics. However, it is incomprehensible. The only way to understand it is to

read matter into it which is not clearly stated. Rationalist are convinced that its view of God is

polytheism and its view of creation impossible, unscientific, and even absurd. Its basic premise

seems to be that God is made up of ten parts each of which operates independently. None of its

ideas are in the Hebrew Bible, which is not by any means a mystical document; however, people

such as the famed Jewish Spaniard Nachmanides (thirteenth century) insist that mysticism is true,

the Bible is true, and so the Bible must contain mysticism, and he reads mystic ideas into the biblical

text.

An interesting read. I just wish that it was in an audio book form. Some may find this boring but I



personally like to learn more so this did it for me. I read it in one day so it isn't that long.

Interesting read for studying ministers.

The Sepher Yitzirah is a classic text and I always have a copy around somewhere. However the

formatting on this one does not really cut it especially if you are used to Ariyah Kaplans text (which I

am). So I guess I'm spoiled.

Great read and something worth study at a latter date. Might look into a hard copy latter on this

book so I can note the pages and dig deeper on the text found within this amazing peice of work.

Important book , it's a very relivant bookThe secrets of the universe are in this book, for any seeker

a must read

A classic in the genrÃƒÂ¨

Easy read,but too much info to take in and chew.Must Read and read again to get its meaning

intelligently..........
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